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IN THE COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE : KAMRUP(M)

AT GUWAHATI

  

Present:    Md. M. Ahmed,
                     Sessions Judge,
                    Kamrup(M), Guwahati.

 

 

                                         Criminal Appeal No. 49 of 2011

  

          The  appeal  has  been  filed  challenging  the  judgment  and  order  dated 

21.06.2011  passed  by  the  learned  S.D.J.M.-1  Kamrup  at  Guwahati  in 

connection with G R Case No. 5718/05, under Section 363/377/511 of IPC.

         Sri Dakeswar Das

                                                                                               ............  Appellant

- Vs – 

       The State of Assam

                                                                                           .............   Respondent

 

Date of Argument     : 13.02.2017

Date of Judgment     : 28.02.2017

 Advocates who appeared in this case are:

Sri Bimal Kr. Das : Learned Advocate for the appellant

Sr. H.K. Deka    : Learned Public Prosecutor.
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J    U   D   G   M   E   N   T

1. Comes  under  challenge  in  this  appeal  so   preferred  U/S  374  sub 

section 3(a) of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 is the judgment and 

order of conviction and sentence dated 21.06.2011 so rendered by the then 

learned S.D.J.M.-1 Kamrup at  Guwahati  in  connection with G R Case No. 

5718/05  whereby  and  wherein  the  learned  trial  court  having  found  the 

accused/appellant  namely  Dakeshwar  Das  S/O  Lt.  Nabin  Das,  guilty  U/S 

363 /377 of IPC R/W section 511 of IPC  sentenced him to undergo SI for a 

term of one year and also to pay  a fine of Rs. 2,000/-(Rs. Two thousand) 

U/S 363 of IPC and at the same time for a period of one year U/S 377 R/W 

section 511 of IPC and also further to undergo 2 (two) months imprisonment 

in  default  to  pay  the  fine;  both  the  sentences  were  directed  to  run 

consecutively.

2.      Prosecution case in brief is that on 12.11.2005 at about 10.00 AM 

accused/appellant took away the victim (10years) daughter of the informant 

on the pretext of giving money he owed to the informant. On enquiry the 

informant came to know on next date  i.e. on 13.11.2005 at about 10.00 AM, 

the accused tried to have carnal intercourse with her daughter   against the 

order  of  nature  in  the  Belgudi  Nepali  Mandir.  On  hearing  loud  cries  the 

nearby resident rescued the victim and the accused was handed over to the 

police  agency;  on  receipt  of  FIR  from informant  Polashi  Hazong  w/o  Lt. 

Pabitra Hazong of village Boko. Police at Chaygaon PS registered a case vide 

Chaygaon PS Case  No.  102/2005  U/S  366  A/377/511  of  IPC.  The  police 

investigated the case and upon its conclusion, charge-sheet was filed U/S 

366 A/377/511 IPC; at the time of submission of charge-sheet the accused 

was cooling his heels behind the bars;  he was subsequently, let off on court 

bail.

3.         Upon appearance of  the accused,  learned court  below having 

furnished the copies of relevant documents as mandated U/S 207 of Cr.PC 
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and having found the case to be triable in the court of session; committed 

the case to this court for trial. However, the court of learned Addl. Session 

Judge FTC Kamrup No. (2) vide order dated 10.07.2008 in Sessions Case No. 

160(K)/08 sent back the case for trial to the learned Trail Court after framing 

charge against the accused  U/S 363/377/511 of IPC. During trial stage, five 

witnesses were examined ; they were PW1 Polashi Hazong, PW2 Miss X. (real 

name is withdrawn hold and screening her from infamy and ignominy), PW3 

Nirmal Boro, PW4 Bipul Boro and PW5 Haresh Ch. Sarma. 

4.          After the process of recording the evidence of PWs so adduced from 

the  side  of  the  prosecution  was  concluded,  the  accused/appellant  was 

subjected to examination as warranted U/S 313 of Cr.PC. His plea was of 

total denial  and false implication. He further declined to lead evidence on 

defence. Thereafter, the learned trial court heard argument so advanced by 

the learned counsel of both the sides and upon analysis of the evidence on 

record.  the  learned  trial  court  believed  the  story  as  projected  by  the 

prosecution and convicted the accused/appellant for alleged commission of 

offence punishable U/S 366/377/511 of IPC vide the impugned judgment and 

order and sentenced him to jail terms with imposing fine as alluded to above. 

The  accused/appellant  feels  highly  aggrieved  and  dissatisfied  with  the 

impugned judgment and order and he has challenged the same on various 

grounds. According to him, the learned trial court committed error both in 

law  and  on  facts  while  passing  the  impugned  judgment.  It  is  further 

contended that the learned trial court committed gross illegality in convicting 

and sentencing the accused/appellant as the evidence was not adequate and 

sufficient to convict him thereunder; and there was also lack of corroboration 

in the evidence of PWs. It is further contended that the learned trial court 

has failed to take into account  the medical evidence which   clearly reveals 

that there was no penetration against the order of the nature of the victim 

and  as  such  section  377  is  not  attracted  in  the  instant  case;  it  is  also 

contended that the prosecution has failed to explain as to where the victim 

girl was for such a long time.  There is no cogent and convincing evidence on 

that score. It is further contended that the learned trial court has not taken 
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into account   the fact as to where the victim girl was staying throughout the 

day and why she had not shouted for help  or sought for help from others 

during that period, It is further contended by the learned counsel for the 

accused/appellant  if  the  intention  of  the  accused  was  to  have  carnal 

intercourse against  the order of nature, then why he had waited till  late 

night to do so. It is further contended that in her evidence, PW2 the victim 

girl simply stated that the accused attempted carnal intercourse but he could 

not succeed. In such circumstances the accused could have been leniently 

dealt with ;but it was not done so. The learned trial court took harsh action 

against the accused/appellant by convicting and sentencing him U/S 377 of 

IPC.  I  have  considered  the  submissions  of  the  learned  counsel  with  all 

attention in this case and now proceed to analyse the evidence on record to 

see if the learned counsel has rightly  convicted the accused ; at the very 

outset, we can take the evidence of PW1, she is the mother of the victim. 

According  to  her,  on  the  day  of  incident,  she  left  for  her  working  place 

leaving behind the victim PW2 and  her younger son Ananda Ram Hazong 

then aged about 4 years. On her returning home, she did not find the victim 

at home;  then she questioned her son and from him, she came to learn that  

in her  absence accused came to her  house under the pretext  of  making 

payment of Rs. 10/-(Rs. Ten) he owed to the informant ; then he told the 

victim that he had no exchange of smaller denomination as he had to take 

exchange from others and he asked the victim to accompany him on his 

bicycle;  then he left that place. Then the PW1 with  the help of other village 

people searched for her here and there, but failed to locate her whereabouts 

. Subsequently, she was reported that in the night hour, the accused was 

found with her daughter at Nepali Mandir and accordingly, he was handed 

over to Chaygaon police authority ; then she went to PS and brought her 

daughter back. Subsequently, she filed exhibit 1 FIR at Chaygaon PS. After 

that she grilled her daughter on the matter of her disappearance ; then her 

daughter PW2 informed her that the accused took her on pretext that he will  

get  exchange of  smaller  denomination of  money so  that  he can pay the 

outstanding amount of Rs. 10/-(Rs. Ten) he owed to her mother. She has 

further informed PW1 that the accused committed rape upon her; but he did 
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not  succeed.  Her  daughter  further  informed  her  that  when  the  accused 

initially came to her house, she was in the latrine ; after coming out of latrine 

she did not wear her under garments and in that condition she was taken 

away by the accused. 

5.           Upon critical analysis of the evidence of PW1, it has surfaced that  

on the day of incident, she was not at home  ;when she returned back in the 

evening hour, then she enquired about this matter and came to learn from 

her son Ananda Ram Hazong that in her  absence accused came to their 

house and under pretext of giving outstanding amount of Rs. 10/-(Rs.Ten) 

accused owed to her mother took the victim away on a bicycle. Her evidence 

on that point remains unshattered and undemolished. Now we came to the 

evidence of PW2 ; she is the victim girl and her evidence assumes much 

significance and it needs closer scrutiny; before going to her evidence, it may 

not be out of place to note that at this stage, allegation against the accused 

is that he took away minor daughter of the informant then aged about 10 

years. The occurrence took place in the year 2005 and she deposed in the 

court in the same year in the month of September and in her deposition she 

stated that  on the eventful  day ,while  her  mother  had left  for  her  work 

place ,accused came to their house at about 9.00 AM and told her that he 

had to pay outstanding amount of RS. 10/-(Rs. Ten) he owed to her mother 

and as because he has no exchange of smaller denomination ,he asked her 

to ride with him on the bicycle he brought there. Then the accused took  her 

to Neepali Mandir and on reaching there he slept with her. He has further 

stated that the accused tried to commit carnal intercourse with her ; but 

upon arrival  of  the village people  he did  not  succeed;  the village people 

apprehended him and brought him to the PS along with her. He has further 

stated that at the relevant time, her brother Ananda Ram Hazong was at 

home. She has also stated that once her mother worked in the paddy field of  

the accused and the accused owed Rs. 10/- (Rs. Ten) to her. However, in the 

last line of her deposition, she has very categorically stated that the accused 

did not commit rape upon her. It may be noted the allegation of the present 

accused is that he attempted to commit carnal intercourse against the order 
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of the nature. It is interesting to note that neither PW1 the mother of the 

victim nor PW2 the victim herself  has stated so.  The only version of the 

victim is that after bringing her to Nepali Mandir the accused slept with her 

and he wanted to commit carnal intercourse with her ; she did not elaborate 

on the matter if the accused wanted to sodomise her. 

6.          Now we  go to the PW3 and PW4; both are resident of Belguri 

Nepali Mandir, the village where the alleged incident took place; both are the 

independent witnesses ; they are not known to either side or had no axe to 

grind  by deposing falsely against the accused having no animus ; in such 

premises the evidence of PW 3 and PW4 assumes much significance and it 

must  be given proper weightage ;  let  us now focus our attention to the 

evidence of both the witnesses. Now going to the evidence of PW3 it has 

emerged  that  he  in  his  evidence  has  stated  that  he  heard  hue  and  cry 

coming from Belguri Nepali Mandir at around 11.00 PM ; at the relevant time 

he was with one of his friends going towards Nepali Mandir to lead him to his 

house ; since he heard cries, then he hurriedly went forward and had seen 

one person trying to penetrate  a girl  from her  back ;as soon as he has 

sighted this scene, he jumped upon the accused and separated them with 

the help of others.  He apprehended the accused and subsequently, handed 

him  over  to  police  agency.  PW4  is  Bipul  Boro,  he  deposed  likewise   ; 

according  to  him on  the  particular  night  on  the  eventful  day  ,  a  friend 

happened to visit his house and with that friend he was proceeding towards 

village Namghar at around 11.00 PM to lead him to his house. While he was 

on the way with his  friend,  he heard some sound coming from the said 

Namghar ; then he had seen one person trying to have sex with a girl from 

behind ; then he apprehended the accused and brought the victim girl and 

the said accused to the PS and handed them over to the PS. Upon attentive 

analysis  of  the  evidence of  both PW 3 and PW4,  a  serious contradiction 

appeared to have surfaced in their evidence; both the PW 3 and PW4 have 

deposed that they were leading one another to their house. This evidence 

was quite  contradictory;  only  one person can lead another  to his  house. 

Hence, in their evidence it appears that one is leading the other in his house 
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and another is leading the other to his house. It is not at all believable ;this 

cannot be natural conduct of human being. Apart from that ,it has emerged 

from their evidence that it was a dark night and they have seen the incident 

from a distance; if it is so, then it is hard to believe  that they had clearly 

seen the occurrence from a distance in the dark night. The evidence of PW5 

is formal in nature ; he was the I/O of the instant case and according to him 

on 13.11.2005, while he was at Chaygaon PS the informant lodged an FIR 

with the then O/C and the case was registered; he was entrusted to make 

investigation in the case ; accordingly, he visited the place of occurrence, 

examined material witnesses  , and sent the victim to hospital for medical 

examination, and arrested the accused and finally SI Prabhat Bora after his 

transfer  from  the  station  submitted  charge-sheet  on  the  basis  of  the 

investigation he conducted earlier. In this case the M.O was not examined ; 

still  then, it  has not ill  effect on the prosecution case; from the available 

evidence on record this court is of opinion that the prosecution has  failed to 

establish the fact that the accused by taking the victim to Nepali Mandir at  

night hour attempted to have carnal intercourse against the order  of nature. 

However, evidence of PW1 and PW2 cannot be discarded on the point that 

on the eventful day in the absence of PW1, accused went to the house of the 

informant and he took the victim on his  bicycle under pretext  of  making 

payment  of  outstanding  amount  of  Rs.  10/-  (Rs.  Ten)  he  owed  to  the 

informant.  There is  abundant and convincing evidence on record on that 

score; furthermore, there is no challenge to the fact of the victim was then 

below  the  age  of  18  years.  From  the  evidence  it  stands  abundantly 

established beyond any iota of doubt that the accused took the victim out of 

guardianship of the informant without consent or without informing ; her to 

bring the case the four walls of section 363 of IPC ,the prosecution must 

prove that the person against whom the offence is committed is below 18 

years  if a female ; quintessence of offence U/S 363 is of criminal intention; 

in this case the accused took the victim on his bicycle  to the Nepali Mandir ; 

kept her there throughout the day ; the pujari of that Mandir  was not there 

on the day and it comes on the evidence of record; though, it is agitated that 

the prosecution has no answer as to under what condition  the victim was 
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kept  throughout   the  day  in  that  Mandir;  but  it  cannot  be  given  much 

significance in view of the fact that no effective cross-examination was done 

to elicit proper explanation from the victim ; so only cause of non explanation 

of this nature, the whole prosecution case could not be thrown over and the 

evidence of PW2 the victim girl could not be doubted without  any rhyme or 

reason   as  she  remains  very  specific  in  her  evidence  which  inspires 

confidence in the court that    on the eventful day the accused took her on 

his bicycle to Belguri Nepali Mandir under the pretext to giving money to her 

which the accused owed to her mother and being a little girl she fell in the 

trap of the accused who had an ill intention to take the girl to that deserted 

place to molest her  ;but he did not succeed due to timely intervention of the 

nearby people who apprehended him on the spot along with the girl and 

handed him over to the police agency. 

7.        For reasons as discussed above, this court is of opinion that the 

prosecution has failed to establish the guilt of the accused U/S 377 IPC R/W 

section 511 of IPC, beyond all reasonable doubts. However, the learned trial 

court has rightly convicted the accused/appellant for alleged commission of 

offence punishable U/S 363 of IPC; upon proper appreciation of the evidence 

of record,it is found that it suffers from no infirmity or illegality on sentencing 

part. It is found that the accused has been  sentenced to S.I. of one year and 

to pay a fine of Rs.2,000/- (Rs. Two thousand) U/S 363 of IPC. However, the 

learned trial court did not mention as to what will entail if the accused does 

not pay the fine amount; in other word a default clause was not there in the 

judgment.  From the record, it  has appeared that trial  was concluded and 

judgment was delivered in the year 2011. At that time when the accused was 

subjected  to  examination  on 25.03.2011  he  mentioned  his  age  as  of  60 

years, now we are in the year 2017 thus, we have found that by this time six  

years has elapsed ; the accused is an old aged person; he in his statement 

recorded  at the time of sentenced  hearing has claimed that he was heavily  

drunk on that day and he was completely out of sense as to what he was 

doing at that time  ;on the following day at morning after the hangover was 

over, then he realised what blunder he had committed.  Thus from the said 
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statement, it can be gathered that he was remorseful  that he committed a 

serious blunder by taking the girl to the Mandir without permission of the 

guardian; no previous criminal record exists against this accused/appellant. 

He was drunk at that time and what he did was under the influence of liquor; 

and he   admitted this fact. In such premises, this court is of opinion that 

justice will be fairly and squarely done, if jail sentence is reduced to 3 (three) 

months  simple  imprisonment.  The  fine portion  is  kept  intact  with default 

clause that in the event of non- payment of this fine amount ,the accused 

/appellant shall suffer S.I. for 1 (one) month. It is further directed that the 

fine amount if paid be handed over to the mother of the victim which she 

may utilise for her daughter. This appeal is partly allowed by setting-aside the 

order of conviction and sentence U/S 377 of IPC R/W section 511 of IPC, by 

affirming the conviction U/S 363 of  IPC with modification of  sentence as 

allured to above. 

8. Send back the case record along with a copy of the judgment.

9. Signed, sealed and delivered in the open court on this 28th February, 2017 

at Guwahati. 

  

                                                                                        (M. Ahmed)

                                                                                          Sessions Judge, 

                                                                                      Kamrup(M), Guwahati 

 

Dictated & corrected by me. 

 

  

         (M. Ahmed)
        Sessions Judge, 
      Kamrup(M), Guwahati


